Feature
T o see a World in a Grain of Sand"-so begins William Blake's "Auguries of Innocence." What the poet 200 years ago intended to be metaphoric has turned out to be more realistic than he could have realized. The soils, sands, sediments, and waters of Earth harbor a microscopic world of astonishing biological diversity that for most of the 20th century remained unknown. Only in the last 25 years has the hidden diversity started to emerge and its great scope become apparent.
"The microbial world is vastly more complex and vastly more diverse than we thought it was going to be not so long ago," says Norman Pace, a molecular biologist and pioneer of the new environmental microbiology, at the University of Colorado. "We're just getting started, frankly, in describing that diversity."
This new view has come about through use of a suite of molecular techniques that have literally broken open microbial cells and the microbial world to reveal whole new categories of bacteria and archaea in great abundance. The techniques allow researchers to get around the difficulty of isolating and growing most microorganisms in a lab. Less than 1 percent of all microbes have been so cultured. The remaining 99-plus percent are the dark matter of the biosphere: They might be glimpsed under a microscope, but they have never been cultured or characterized.
Microbiologists are now bypassing the culturing and going straight to microbes' DNA, to quantify it, visualize it, sequence it, and insert it into other microbes to study its function. What they are finding "is like an entirely new universe," says microbiologist Jo Handelsman, of the University of Wisconsin. A raft of recent papers in Science and Nature, among other journals, describes novel microbial genes, proteins, species, and whole communites in unexpected places.
The work promises not only to yield new antibiotics and other useful compounds but to rewrite understanding of the planet's energy and nutrient flows."I don't know how to find the words to capture the power of that knowledge," Handelsman says. " [It] will transform our understanding of how biogeochemical cycles work, how the biosphere is balanced in every way, how microbial communities work, and how all communities work."
Ribosomal RNA: Biological bar code
The first and still the main molecular tool used to identify diversity in the microbial world is a gene that codes for a strand of RNA buried inside the ribosome, the cellular organelle that translates genetic code into amino acids and assembles them into proteins. In the late 1970s biophysicist-turnedevolutionary-biologist Carl R. Woese, of the University of Illinois, first applied this tool and revealed that life ultimately divides into not five kingdoms but what are now known as three domains: bacteria, archaea, and eukarya. Since then the ribosomal RNA gene has become the most frequently sequenced gene in the public database GenBank, with 160,000 sequences. (By comparison, the most common non-RNA gene, for an HIV protein, has 50,000 sequences.)
The ribosomal gene is the first thing microbiologists check when sampling a new habitat. When genome researcher J. Craig Venter and others recently went fishing for microbial diversity in the Sargasso Sea, for example, they used it as genetic bait for pulling out and assessing novel DNA."It's almost become the gold standard bar code for organisms," says Woese.
The gene's use as a probe is so standard not only in microbiology but in all phylogenetic work that papers often omit citations to the original research that made it so. It came about, says Woese, from his interest in evolution and his effort to build a universal tree of life. He needed a molecule that would gauge the relatedness of all organisms. "I was particularly interested in the translational apparatus because that is absolutely essential to the cell.... Central to it all is the ribosomal RNA. It seemed the logical choice to use."
Ribosomal RNA was also easy to obtain from growing cells, which have thousands of ribosomes churning out protein. RNA, or ribonucleic acid, is the ribosome's main constituent and the root of the organelle's name. Recent work on the structure of the ribosome has demonstrated that it is very much an RNA machine. The ribosomal RNA is distinctive in that none of it is translated into protein; its job is to interact with transfer RNAs as well as the messenger RNA of the protein-to-be.
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Three separate single strands of RNA studded with several dozen proteins make up the ribosome's large and small subunit. The large subunit of the ribosome has two strings of RNA, one long and one short; the long string functions as a ribozyme, providing enzyme-like activity that forms the peptide bond between amino acids.
The small subunit of the ribosome contains the medium-length RNA, whose gene has become key for microbial identification. It's commonly referred to as 16S RNA, a measure of the velocity at which it spins out upon centrifugation. The 16S RNA, says Pace,"is the business end of the ribosome." It serves a matchmaking role by lining up the anticodon of the transfer RNA with its corresponding messenger RNA codon. This allows the other end of the transfer RNA, which carries an amino acid, to interact with the ribozyme in the large subunit.
Apart from its abundance, there was another important reason for choosing to work with ribosomal RNA, says Woese. Nucleic acid hybridization studies indicated that ribosomal RNA has a relatively slow rate of mutation. "It is spectacularly highly conserved," says Pace. Ribosomal RNA is like a rock climber contorting to maintain contact with a cliff face. Some of the topography can change without affecting the operation. But change a crucial handhold with the transfer RNA, for example, and the system will fall apart. Strong selection over billions of years has maintained those handhold sequences across all forms of life.
"The ribosomal RNA is so integrated with other components of the translational apparatus, particularly the ribosomal proteins and elongation factors, that if you change one you've got to change so many other things that you're not likely to change at all," says Woese. The translational apparatus, he adds, turns out to be more highly conserved than either DNA transcription or replication.
Compare the 16S ribosomal gene from Escherichia coli (bacteria), a methanogen (archaea), and a person (eukarya), and identical runs of about 20 nucleotide bases will line up, like a winning pull on a slot machine. "I love looking at ribosomal RNA sequence alignments," says Pace. "They are invariant across life."
At the same time, parts of the 16S structure are less crucial for the transfer reaction, and over time those nucleotide sequences have mutated and become more variable, allowing assessment of evolutionary change over several different scales. "Ribosomal RNA turned out to be very good," says Woese. "There are parts of the molecule that change in sequence very slowly, and parts that change somewhat faster." Woese likens it to a clock with a sweep-second hand, as well as a minute and hour hand.
By sequencing all or part of the 1500-base 16S gene, microbiologists can measure how different two sequences are, representing how long since their lineages have diverged. In addition to the parts that identify an organism's domain, other parts of the gene are key to genera and even more closely related types.
In the presequencing era, Woese used ribonucleases to cut the RNA into very short pieces from which he was able to build not only a universal tree of life but Feature the first phylogeny of the microbial world. "The consequence was a way to relate organisms to one another that goes beyond the subjective," Pace explains. "Woese, in articulating the ribosomal RNA phylogenetic tree, put a measuring stick on the table whereby it was now possible to say how different two organisms are."
The world according to DNA
It took more than a decade and the advent of whole-genome sequencing for Woese's tree to be confirmed and widely accepted. But the power of the information contained in the ribosomal RNA more quickly opened up the microbial world in a way that Woese says he did not foresee. In 1980 Pace, a self-described RNA jock, was working on deciphering the sequence and structure of the short string of ribosomal RNA from thermophiles but having trouble getting enough material from these difficult-to-grow microbes. At the same time, University of Wisconsin environmental microbiologist Thomas Brock was reporting finding "kilogram quantities" of microbes growing at near-boiling point in the hot springs of Yellowstone National Park. This, Pace realized, was the place to obtain all the thermophile RNA he needed. And with Woese's work pointing out the bar-code quality of ribosomal RNA, Pace realized something else: It should be possible to pull nucleic acid straight from the environment and identify which organism it came from. Says Pace,"It was very much a eureka moment for me. It still is. The concept that you didn't have to culture an organism, that you could sequence it. Wow."
Around the same time, another experiment on soil from a cold environment opened a window into just how much microbial variety was out there, by examining DNA directly. Vigdis Torsvik, at the University of Bergen, was studying carbon flow in a beech forest in Norway. She found that respiration rates correlated with the DNA content of the soil and with the numbers of bacteria she saw under a microscope. But these measures didn't jibe with the counts of bacteria she was able to grow from the soil sample-they were off by three orders of magnitude, suggesting the presence of many more microorganisms than could be cultured. So she set out to purify the soil DNA and measure how fast the double strands reannealed after heating. The more homogenous the DNA, the faster complementary strands would find each other and pair up. Torsvik found the soil DNA was slow to reanneal, indicating the microbial community it came from was much more genetically diverse than expected. The total soil community diversity, Torsvik calculated, was 200 times higher than what could be obtained by culturing. "It was a very big surprise," she says.
Soon thereafter the invention of PCR (polymerase chain reaction) and automated DNA sequencing gave researchers the means to easily identify the 16S gene and, hence, the organism. Microbiologists were off and sampling everything from Antarctic sediments to ant guts to the Paleolithic paintings of the Altamira caves. The end of the microbial novelty has yet to come into sight.
When Woese put together the first molecular-based phylogeny of bacteria in 1987, he counted about 12 phyla (sometimes called divisions, based on about a 30 percent difference in the sequences of 16S genes), all of which had isolates that could be grown in culture. Today there are published data on 53 phyla, 27 of which have no cultured representatives: They are known only by their DNA signatures. Pace and his colleagues are analyzing data from microbes growing in hypersaline mats that he says could add about another 30 uncultured phyla to the tree.
In some habitats, these elusive microbes are abundant or dominant members of the microbial community. DNA analyses show, for example, that bacteria from the Acidobacterium phylum make up 20 percent to 30 percent of a typical soil community. But so far researchers have been able to isolate only three strains from the group. Another phylum, named OP11 after Yellowstone's Obsidian Pool, where it was first discovered, is very abundant in extremely hot or cold anaerobic habitats but has so far never been cultured.
Discovery of bacterial phyla, 1987-2003. Uncultured phyla were identified on the basis of genetic sequences taken from environmental samples. Data are from Norman Pace.
In the oceans, the ubiquitous phylum known as SAR11, first discovered in the Sargasso Sea, constitutes about a third of the microbial community in sea surface water. Oregon State University microbiologist Stephen Giovannoni and his colleagues describe the group as "among the most successful organisms on Earth." They've been known only by their distinctive 16S sequence, but recently Giovannoni's group isolated the first Pelagibacter cells from the phylum by growing them in very dilute seawater. To obtain an organism that's been identified only genetically, microbiologists look to its relatives for clues on how it might be cultured. Sometimes all it takes is timeweeks or months-for the organisms to grow. In still other cases a microbe may require exacting chemical conditions, or it may require interactions with other microbes, and thus cannot be grown in pure culture.
The "uncultured majority," as it's been called, is revealing whole new channels of energy and nutrient flows, as illustrated by the discovery of rhodopsin in the oceans. Until 2000, this light-sensitive molecule was only known to exist in animal eyes and in a group of archaea that live in very saline environments. Then marine microbiologist Ed DeLong, now at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and his colleagues reported finding a rhodopsin gene in an uncultured bacterium living in Monterey Bay. By inserting the gene into E. coli, they demonstrated that the molecule absorbs a certain wavelength of light that changes the molecule's shape, turning it into a proton pump that drives formation of ATP (adenosine triphosphate), the basic molecular fuel of cells. Like the battery in a hybrid car, rhodopsin seems to provide the bacteria with a supplementary energy-generating system."We think that they are goosing their metabolism by extracting extra energy from light," says DeLong.
The strategy is turning out to be widespread in marine microbes."It's probably the rule, not the exception," says DeLong. Venter and colleagues in 2004 reported finding genes for hundreds of rhodopsins from uncultured microbes in the Sargasso Sea, and the genes are turning up in other unexpected organisms as well. Similarly, genes for nitrogen-fixing and nitrite-oxidizing enzymes have been detected in uncultured microbes, indicating hidden avenues for this important nutrient's flow through the biosphere.
As the oldest biological lineages on the planet, microbes are on the front lines of channeling all biogeochemicals through the system. With so many new gatekeepers being discovered, understanding of the carbon and nitrogen cycles, as well as other basic cycles-and the impacts of globally perturbing them-will change. But first, as DeLong says of the oceans,"we need a parts list before we can understand the metabolism."
The census taking of the microbial world is also changing the profile of archaea, the third domain of life. In addition to the two lineages of archaea that have cultivated representatives, researchers have found a third lineage in the last few years, which is known only from DNA sequences retrieved from high temperature habitats. Extreme habitats such as Yellowstone's hot springs and the Dead Sea were the original source of methanogens and other archaea. But they are also turning up in more mundane habitats, including soil and animal guts, although archaea are still generally less abundant than bacteria in these sites.
Methanogens even show up in the colons of some, but not all, people. Some researchers suspect archaea may turn out to play a role in certain pathologies, such as periodontal disease. The mouth, or "oral microbiome," is an especially rich target of microbial DNA analysis, where only about half of the hundreds of resident microbial types have been cultured. DNA-based techniques are revealing the full microbial flora that humans carry, which outnumber even our own cells, and identifying the microbes that are involved in sickness and in health. Researchers are finding types that are either new to science or new to the diagnosis in everything from the sputum of cystic fibrosis patients to infected root canals.
Pace predicts that many chronic medical conditions of unknown origin will turn out, through DNA-based studies, to involve bacteria. In what's currently labeled nonbacterial prostitis, for example,"we find suites of organisms," he says. Such conditions will very likely become targets for more effective treatments, as happened when the bacterium Helicobacter pylori was determined to be the cause of stomach ulcers.
Mining the metagenome
The source of those new treatments may very well come from the newly emerging microbial diversity. Bacteria have been the source of scores of antibiotics, all of which have come from the fraction of microbes that can be cultured. Yet this stock of medicine is overused and losing effectiveness as genes for antibiotic resistance proliferate in the microbial world.
There is little doubt that new medicines as well as industrial enzymes and pigments are awaiting discovery in the uncultured majority. "Cultured bacteria and especially soil bacteria are the most prolific producers of all these products, and there's no reason to imagine that the as yet uncultured organisms won't be equally prolific," says Handelsman."With a thousand-fold more biological diversity in the soil, why won't there be a thousandfold chemical diversity as well?" The distinctive biochemistry of archaea makes them another rich source of biotech and other applications.
To mine the chemical diversity of the "metagenome," the sum total of the genomes in an environmental sample, researchers have developed techniques to extract large pieces of DNA from the sample and insert them into a cell such as E. coli. The expressed proteins are then screened for a specific function such as antibiotic production. Through this use of metagenomics, also known as environmental or community genomics, "we're hoping to find entirely new classes of genes that have functions that wouldn't be recognized based just on sequence," says Handelsman. Researchers have already found novel antibiotics such as acyl tyrosines, terragine, and turbomycin.
Apart from the practical applications and biogeochemical insights, the greatest contribution of the new microbiology may be in developing a group picture of the most common cells on the planet. Inevitably, there will be refinements to the picture, as lines of horizontal gene transfer are worked out and the usual phylogenetic lumping and splitting take place. But for the first time the full extent of the hidden world underfoot, at the foot of the universal evolutionary tree, is coming into focus. Says Pace, "It is stunningly intellectually satisfying to see this emerging picture of life."
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